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Abstract

Currently a large number of books, videocassettes and computer programs ar
to teach people how to gamble. T his article is an examination of this wealth of
information. T he paper begins by describing the number and types of materials
to gamble available in an online catalogue and in libraries and bookstores (Stud

T he paper then turns the discussion to an examination of the accurate and inac
information found in a sample of these materials (Study T wo). T he studies foun
majority of the material available was on skilled games, but a sizeable number o
materials on non-skilled games were also found. T he quality of these materials
from pure nonsense to accurate. T he best materials found were in books on ga
general and in materials on how to play poker. T his paper includes a catalogue o
accurate and inaccurate information found in the books as well as a series of re
a number of books, Web sites and other gambling-related material.
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